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• Vertical dispensation is requested as the upper limit of the medium airspace design directly abuts the lower limit of Class C airspace. 

The MOD presents mitigations in the form of positive ATC management provision and the development of ATM procedures that are 
the subject of a LoA between the MOD and NATS. Specifically, these procedures will ensure that Protector remains at or below FL175 
within the medium airspace design unless a clearance to climb above FL195 has been received from ATC. 
 

• Lateral dispensation iaw para 3.2 (UAS with IAS of 150kts or less) is requested as the northern edge of the medium airspace design 
directly adjoins two sectors of the Lincolnshire CTA; CTA1 (class A, FL155 to FL195) and CTA2 (class A, FL125 to FL195).  The MOD 
presents mitigations in the form of positive ATC management and the application of an internal 3 nm lateral buffer from the 
northern edge of the medium airspace design when Protector is operating within 2000 ft of the base of the relevant sectors of the 
Lincolnshire CTA. 

 
For Protector operations in the low airspace structure, the MOD has applied for the following dispensation: 
 
• Lincolnshire CTA3 (class A, FL105 to FL195) and Doncaster Sheffield CTA13 (class E, FL085 to FL105) are located within 5 nm of the 

low airspace design (SFC to FL105). Therefore, dispensation to reduce lateral separation between these structures is sought iaw para 
3.2 (UAS with IAS of 150kts or less).  The MOD presents additional mitigation in the form of positive ATC management provision.  The 
minimum distance of the boundary of the low airspace design is 3.1 nm from Doncaster Sheffield CTA13 and Lincolnshire CTA3, so an 
external 3 nm lateral buffer is achieved. 

  
RAFAT activity: 
 
RAFAT training sorties will only require activation of the low airspace structure and it is asserted that the activity conducted by RAFAT does 
not fall within the description of activities requiring implementation of a safety buffer. However, the Sponsor has provided an explanation 
of standard operating procedures (SOPs) that will be followed by the Red Arrows when conducting flying display practices within the lower 
airspace design. Specifically, these SOPs will preclude the Red Arrows from flying over the City of Lincoln, thereby preventing any Red 
Arrows from flying in the northwest sector of the airspace structure and limiting their operation to no closer than 7.3nm to either 
Doncaster Sheffield CTA13 (class E, FL085 to FL105) or Lincolnshire CTA3 (class A, FL105 to FL195). 
 
On request, through the Sponsor, NATS provided additional statements to clarify its consultation feedback, which was originally interpreted 
to suggest that the safety assessments had been accepted ‘at this stage’, but that additional ‘safety assurance work’ would be required 
once the structures had been ‘approved by the CAA’. The clarification confirmed the following: 
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This ACP has evolved over time to absorb the RAFAT training requirement, which was originally a standalone ACP, alongside the original requirement to 
enable Protector RPAS BVLOS operation. AR has been robust through the process, reiterated at each Gateway, that the status of the RAF Scampton RA, 
EG R313, will be taken into consideration as part of our decision making relating to this airspace application. This has recently been resolved through 
the approval of an ACP changing the activation of EG R313 from daily operating hours to activation by NOTAM only. 
 
The 2 DAs have been shown to be sized efficiently to contain both proposed activities, with the designs amended in response to stakeholder feedback 
to minimise their impact on other airspace users. The MOD has provided assurance that the structures will only be activated when RAF Waddington 
ATC is available to provide a robust DACS, further minimising the potential impact of the structures on other airspace users.  
 
Recommendation 1 

• It is recommended that this airspace change application should be approved for notification-only at this stage. A further approval to activate 
the notified airspace structures by NOTAM should be conditional upon the sponsor providing completed and signed copies of all relevant LoAs 
to CAA AR. 

 
Recommendation 2 
It is recommended that the application for dispensation from the Safety Buffer Policy, as described in the document 20230313 ACP-2019-18 SBP 
Dispensation Proposal.docx, is approved in full. 
 
Recommendation 3 
It is recommended that concurrent activation of the low airspace DA and EGR313 is not permitted unless the following criteria have been met: 
 

• The MAA submits to the CAA the reasons for and impacts of simultaneous activation. 
• Any such applications seek to minimise the duration of simultaneous activation. 
• The application is submitted with a reasonable amount of time allowed for the case to be assessed by the CAA. 
• The CAA provides its written authorisation for simultaneous activation at its sole discretion. 

 
Recommendation 4 
At the point of Decision for this ACP, there remained uncertainty related to the future of EGR313 due to a change of use of the former RAF Scampton 
site. Continued notification of EGR313 was agreed while the longer term plans for the site, and viability of EGR313 to support RAFAT training activity, 
were confirmed. It is recommended that, prior to the first activation of the new Danger Area, the MoD confirms to the CAA the planned timelines for 
assessment and withdrawal of EGR313. If EGR313 has not been withdrawn prior to the submission of the Post Implementation Review, a report will be 
submitted as part of that review to detail future/removal plans. Any consideration for continued notification of EGR313 beyond the Post 
Implementation Review period will require robust justification to be presented and accepted by the CAA. Analysis of the impacts of EGR313 continued 








